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ABSTRACT: In March 1996, the Museum of Science and Industry (MSI) in Chicago
hosted the first Museum ElderhostelTm Service Program in the United States. Elderhostel
is an independent, nonprofit organization that offers adults aged 55 and over the op-
portunity to attend lecture series and to participate in service projects throughout the
world. For one week, 50 Elderhostel volunteers researched, cataloged, cleaned, and
rehoused three-dimensional and archival artifacts in MSI's collections. Since March
1996, MSI has hosted six additional Elderhostel service projects, the most recent of
which occurred in September 1999. This article describes and evaluates the Elderhostel
Service Program at MSI, using the February 1997 project as its example. The archival
component of the project is the focus of the case study and practical tips are included
for those planning a similar project. The study provides perspective on how archival
volunteer programs in general can be managed effectively.

From twenty states we came
By plane or train or car.
We're greeted, wined, and dined
And tagged with a name and a star.

We watch a classic drama
To learn what not to do
And then set out to work
Each with our starry crew.

Shelves and stacks of artifacts
Were waiting for our skill
With things to dust, clean, and move
And piles of sheets to fill.
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Condition good? or fair? or poor?
The forms were most complex
With numbers plain and numbers strange
And some with a double X

Did object match inventory?
Did our coupons match our lunch?
And every day we staggered home
A tired andfilthy bunch.

At night we saw Chicago s lights
With Sister there to steer
Or toured a small museum
Or partied on the pier...

We've really had fun...
And remember when you think of us
THE VA C UUM TUBES ARE D ONE! *

Written by Elderhostel volunteer Jean Kubala, this poem commemorates the fun-
filled, productive week that was Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry (MSI)
first Elderhostel service project. In March 1996, Jean and 49 other enthusiastic, tal-
ented, and industrious volunteers spent a week at MSI cataloging and organizing arti-
facts. The first Elderhostel museum service project in the United States, this experi-
mental program greatly benefited all involved. The group researched, cataloged, cleaned,
and rehoused a wide array of artifacts, including early sound reproduction equipment,
farming and woodworking tools, archival ephemera from the 1930s and '40s, and eth-
nic dolls. The volunteers paid a set price to attend the project, and from this money the
museum covered hotel accommodations, meals, day and evening entertainment tick-
ets, and snacks. MSI invested in supplies, complimentary entrance fees, and staff time
in planning and managing the project. Since March 1996, MSI has hosted six addi-
tional Collections Department service projects, the most recent of which occurred in
September 1999.

This article describes and evaluates the Elderhostel program at MSI using the Febru-
ary 1997 project as its example. The February 1997 project incorporated several im-
provements over the original 1996 session and is more representative than some of our
more recent projects, during which a majority of the participants helped us move arti-
facts in preparation for a storage upgrade. The case study should serve to provide a
useful window on how archival volunteer programs in general can be managed effec-
tively. This article also addresses relevant practical information to assist other institu-
tions in initiating similar programs. It describes in detail the archival part of the project,
while touching just briefly on the three-dimensional artifact cataloging component.
The article will conclude with an evaluation of the service program within the larger

*Reprinted by permission of the author.
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context of MSI's Collections Department's volunteer program, discussing how the
Elderhostel experience has helped to focus and hone the department's overall volun-
teer program.

A little background on the Museum of Science and Industry, as well as on the
Elderhostel organization, will give context to the project. Chicago's Museum of Sci-
ence and Industry opened its doors in 1933 just in time for A Century of Progress
World's Fair. The brainchild of Julius Rosenwald, philanthropist and president of Sears,
Roebuck and Co., MSI was the first museum in the United States to utilize the concept
of hands-on interactive exhibits. The museum is based on the Deutsches Museum in
Munich, the first "hands-on" museum in the world. Originally, the museum building
housed the world's art as the Palace of Fine Arts for the World's Columbian Exposition
of 1893. At the close of the fair, it became the Field Columbian Museum, displaying
primarily natural history artifacts until 1920, when the Field Museum of Natural His-
tory moved downtown and the building stood abandoned until its restoration in 1929.
Current museum exhibit highlights include the WWII German submarine U-505, the
Pioneer Zephyr diesel train, Colleen Moore's fairy castle, WWII Stuka and Spitfire
aircraft, and a simulated coal mine.

MSI's archives preserves the written and visual history of the museum and the
museum's origins in Chicago's world's fairs of 1893 and 1933-34, and the Deutsches
Museum in Munich, Germany. Materials that support the museum's three-dimensional
artifact collections are collected as well. The archives also contains rare books, ephem-
era files, and trade catalogs pertaining to scientific discovery and industrial develop-
ment. Holdings total approximately 1,652 linear feet.

Archival collection highlights include U-505 and Zephyr photograph collections;
MSI's Museum News of the Air and Science Alive radio broadcast collections featuring
interviews with Nobelist Linus Pauling, Thomas Hoving (former Director, Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art and King Tut exhibit organizer), Leon Lederman, actor Alexander
Scourby, theologian Martin Marty, and Clarence Darrow biographer Arthur Weinberg;
Colleen Moore's fairy castle miniature book collection containing handwritten books
by famous twentieth-century authors such as Daphne du Maurier, John Steinbeck, and
F. Scott Fitzgerald; Scientific American (1847-1986); the Chicago Railroad Fair (1948
49) photograph collection, and the trade and product literature collection.

Elderhostel, an independent, nonprofit organization founded in 1975, offers adults
age 55 and over opportunities and challenges to expand their horizons through lecture
series and workshops, as well as through service projects. These projects include such
activities as rebuilding schools, teaching English in developing countries, participat-
ing in environmental research studies and archaeological digs, and-one of the newer
options-cataloging historical collections.

Phase I of the MSI project consisted of goal setting and attending to various prepa-
rations such as writing the project description, drafting processing plans, developing
worksheets, ordering supplies, and creating work spaces. The goal of our service project
was twofold: to catalog and organize a large quantity of artifacts within a concentrated
period in a professional manner and at a low cost, and to offer a unique, hands-on,
"behind-the-scenes" experience to a sector of the public curious about history, enthusi-
astic about learning, and skilled in a variety of fields. We designed the project to allow
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participants to acquire techniques that could benefit them in both their personal lives
and in their communities. Education in preservation strategies could assist
Elderhostelers Tm interested in preserving their own personal treasures. Participants in-
volved with their local historical societies could apply newly learned collection man-
agement methods. The issue of artifact security had to be weighed against the project's
goals. MSI Collections Department staff determined that the potential for greater ac-
cessibility to the collections outweighed the chance of cataloging errors or artifact
damage. No highly fragile artifacts were processed.

A substantial amount of planning preceded the weeklong service project. Our Col-
lections staff of five and the museum's Elderhostel Coordinator took part in the plan-
ning process. First, we wrote a project description that outlined the museum's need for
assistance, the number of Elderhostel volunteers desired, the service and educational
components, the work schedule, preferred skills, accommodations/logistics, and sup-
plies needed. The Elderhostel organization requires a minimum of 20 participants for
most of its projects. We determined that we needed at least 45 to make the project cost-
effective for the museum.

It was decided that the participants would work in four different artifact categories.
Processing plans and instruction sheets were developed, supplies ordered, and work
spaces created within the Collections storage area by moving and reconfiguring arti-
fact shelves and adding tables. Approximately two months in advance we sent a mail-
ing to prospective participants. The mailing included journal articles on artifact han-
dling and biographical profiles of MSI Collections Department staff, as well as a pro-
gram description that allowed participants to indicate which artifact category they wished
to work on (see Appendix A). Categories included manufacturer trade literature, food
processing, communications, and textile production. Each of the three-dimensional
artifact groups had either seven or eight volunteers; the archival group had 20.

In planning for the archival component of the project, I had to decide which area of
the archives should be processed. I chose MSI's trade and product literature collection,
which consists of approximately 147 linear feet of 1920s '40s promotional literature,
supply catalogs, and some clippings and photographs, primarily from companies based
in Chicago as well as in other Midwest cities. MSI is among a relatively small number
of institutions in the United States holding sizable cataloged (i.e., at least limited ac-
cess via card catalog or database) collections of manufacturers' trade literature. In our
case, "cataloged" meant limited subject access via a card catalog prior to the Elderhostel
program with its full cataloging initiative. There is no official documentation on the
collection. Most of the items within it are stamped "Library, Museum of Science and
Industry," so it appears that the collection was created as a sort of vertical reference file
in the early years of the museum. It seems likely that the collection was created by
MSI's early curators who directed artifact collecting and exhibit development within a
variety of divisions such as communication and transportation, motive power, and ge-
ology, mining, and metallurgy. Once collected, the materials appear to have been given
to the librarians for inclusion within trade literature reference files.

The literature is a natural complement to MSI's three-dimensional artifact collec-
tions, assisting in object identification and enhancing exhibits. Our "Auto Evolution"
Gallery, for example, features displays of colorful Buick, Plymouth, and Chevrolet
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promotional flyers from the first part of the twentieth century along with the autos
themselves. A Ford piece within the exhibit was designed as a "pop-up," with the
heads of a man and woman moving from one side of the card to the other as a Ford car
whizzes by! The museum is receiving an increasing number of requests for informa-
tion about individual companies (5 in 1996; 16 in 1997; 17 in 1999) and researchers
find the collection useful for a variety of reasons. A curator from the National Building
Museum reviewed the collection as part of her research for an upcoming exhibit, "Stay
Cool: Air-Conditioning America." A research assistant from an environmental con-
sulting firm tapped the collection as part of his legal research for a case about a company's
use of a particular chemical. A visiting scholar from the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger
Library on the History of Women in America, Radcliffe College, investigated MSI's
trade literature for information about home economists in corporations for an upcom-
ing book.

I chose this collection for the Elderhostel project for a number of reasons. 1) Based
on the current level of usage discussed above as well as on the potential for even
greater usage once fully cataloged, the trade and product literature is a priority collec-
tion. 2) It is an alphabetical run filed by company name and, therefore, would not
require a significant background in archival theory to process. 3) The variety of sub-
jects and colorful materials would likely keep the volunteers interested in the task for
the duration of the project. 4) Processing different archival formats would teach the
hostelers that varying types of archival materials need to be handled differently to
facilitate long-term preservation.

The supplies included acid-free legal-sized folders, expandable photograph storage
envelopes, photograph dusting brushes, polypropylene sleeves, flat boxes with appro-
priately sized folders for oversized items, acid-free paper, cotton gloves, cloth diapers
(they work well to clean dirty items), and pencils. I created basic processing guidelines
(see Appendix B), handling instructions (e.g., don't use pens; photocopy newsprint
onto acid-free paper; clean and file photographs separately), and a catalog sheet (see
Appendix C). On acid-free paper, I created separation sheets to note the removal of
photographs or oversized materials that would be stored separately in two related se-
ries: Trade and Product Literature Collection: Photographs, and Trade and Product
Literature Collection.: Fragile/Oversized.

Mike Sarna, MSI's curator, worked with Sister Alma Messing, MSI's Elderhostel
Program Coordinator, to plan day and evening activities for the hostelers (e.g., an
Omnimax film; a lecture on MSI's space-related artifacts; excursions to the Sears Tower
and the musical Show Boat; and dinner on Chicago's Navy Pier). There were only a
few daytime activities, as the purpose of the week was to catalog collections. One free
evening and afternoon were also factored into the plan (see Appendix D for a calendar
of the week). An institution considering hosting an Elderhostel service project should
be aware of the time commitment involved in logistical planning. We are lucky at MSI
in that Sr. Messing handles the majority of these details. If you do not have an Elderhostel
coordinator on staff, the time commitment required of the collections staff will be
greater.

Phase II of the project consisted of the actual workweek, which began with a Sunday
evening banquet followed by Monday orientation, and then the actual processing of
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the collections through Friday afternoon. The project closed with a farewell banquet
Friday night. MSI staff and Elderhostel participants introduced themselves at the Sun-
day dinner. The backgrounds and talents of the Elderhostelers were diverse and im-
pressive. One of the women assigned to the archives group had worked for the Na-
tional Archives; a weaver lent her expertise to the cataloging of the textile production
artifact collection; and individuals with experience in the telephone and radio industry
assisted with historic communications artifact identification. Many of the participants
were currently volunteering at their local museums or historical societies.

Monday morning, the hostelers were shuttled to the museum for their first day of
work, which began with an orientation session. Collections Department staff performed
an original skit (see Appendix E) designed to teach proper artifact handling concepts
in an entertaining fashion. Entitled "Museum Masterpiece Theater's Knickknacks and
Knuckleheads," the skit told the story of a queen, ruler of a kingdom known as "Col-
lection" (pronounced "collect-see-own"), who searches for someone to care properly
for her royal treasures. Various courtiers improperly handle her precious objects until
the queen finally decides that she must enlist volunteers from far-off lands. The skit
was a hit, receiving high praise from the hostelers with such remarks as, "Your very
clever play was funny and expressed your rules painlessly yet pointedly. I nominate
you for an Oscar." A number of volunteers even requested copies to take home. The
orientation also included a brief history of the museum and of the Collections Depart-
ment and an overview of museum registration and numbering systems, once again
illustrated through lively skits.

Following orientation, participants divided into four groups. Each group joined its
supervisor to begin the assigned processing project. Three "artifact technicians" and
an intern were on hand to assist with heavy lifting and running errands. I started off the
archives group with a review of the processing guidelines and proper artifact handling
techniques. Elderhostelers were encouraged to look for colorful or graphically inter-
esting materials that could add dimension to exhibits. I talked briefly about appraisal
and told the hostelers that duplicates were to be set aside for appropriate disposal,
deaccession, and/or auction unless they had promising display potential, in which case
two copies should be saved. Appraisal recommendations for materials other than du-
plicates were to be discussed with me. Newspaper clippings were photocopied onto
acid-free paper and the originals discarded. Original clippings were to be saved only if
they had good exhibition potential, in which case they were to be sleeved separately
with acid-free copies stored alongside.

The volunteers were paired to work in teams on sets of file drawers. As part of the
processing, the teams filled out catalog sheets that would later be transferred by staff to
MSI's artifact computer cataloging system, ARGUS. Removal of photographs and frag-
ile or oversized materials was noted on these sheets, as well as the existence of artifacts
possessing superior display potential.

Art & Architecture Thesaurus was used to facilitate consistent format cataloging.
While some of the Elderhostelers were computer literate, the decision was made not to
have any of them input data directly into the ARGUS system. A week is too short a
time to make the necessary training time worth the effort since the system is a rela-
tively complex one. If your repository has a simple database, you could consider em-
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ploying Elderhostel participants to complete the cataloging process on the computer.
While the Elderhostelers did not enter data into ARGUS, we did employ the talents of
one participant to create a word-processed list of duplicate trade catalogs.

On Wednesday, I asked the archival group participants to look out for interesting
artifacts that they could present to the group at the end of the day. Some of the high-
lights included advertising literature for General Electric's Robophone (a 1930s robot
designed to assist with trade show presentations); a rare German toy manufacturer
catalog; B.F. Goodrich photographs of rubber harvesting in Sumatra; and trade litera-
ture from the American Colortype Company depicting an early three-dimensional
graphic process (colored cellophane viewing glasses included!). Volunteers were en-
couraged to take periodic refreshment breaks as well as to visit the other groups. Such
breaks encouraged social interaction and allowed the participants to see how other
types of artifacts are processed.

As the week continued, the hum of activity could be heard throughout the depart-
ment. It was indeed thrilling to walk through the storage areas, observing the hostelers
collaborating, earnestly filling out catalog sheets, cleaning, and rehousing. Volunteers
became more comfortable with each other and with their tasks by midweek, and the
need for supervisory assistance diminished.

..........

Elderhostel volunteers busy at work processing MSI's trade and product literature
collection

At the end of the week, we hosted a farewell dinner. The highlight of the evening
was the presentation of awards by MSI Collections Department staff. Award titles in-
cluded the Soft and Delicate Touch Artifact Handling Award, the Wipe off the Grime
with Gusto Artifact CleaningAward, the Honorary MSI Curator Award, and the Arnold
Schwarzenegger "I can help move that BIG artifact" Award. Following the awards,
the hostelers provided us with some entertainment, playing the piano and telling jokes.
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It was sad to see them go; we had developed a bond with the volunteers. What was
especially strange was to walk through the silent storage areas the week following the
project, empty of all the industrious bodies, but filled with organized collections where
disorganization and cluttered files had reigned only a very short time before. As a
follow-up, we sent letters out to all the participants thanking them for their help and
summarizing the accomplished work.

The final phase of the project, as with any quality endeavor, was the evaluation
piece: Had the effort to create and administer the project been worth it? In the main, the
week was a success. The hostelers cataloged and rehoused 300 communications arti-
facts, 300 food processing artifacts, 1,100 trade and product literature files, and 750
artifacts in the textile production collection. Overall, the results are of professional
quality and the cataloging complete.

Looking specifically at the archives portion of the service project, I found that hav-
ing the volunteers perform repetitive processes with archival materials of similar for-
mats is a major key to success with novice archival volunteers. For those never previ-
ously exposed to the basic tasks that are part of archival processing (e.g., removing
paper clips, photocopying clippings onto acid-free paper, removing duplicates, and
cross-filing and cross-referencing photographs and oversized materials), the act of re-
membering to perform all of these steps for each folder can be overwhelming at first.
Rather than becoming bored with executing the same tasks over and over on the alpha-
betical run of folders, hostelers seemed to become empowered with the confidence that
they had begun to master the majority of the steps involved in basic preservation pro-
cessing and simple folder-level cataloging. The detailed processing guidelines and
cataloging term sheet were critical to making the volunteers feel comfortable with
processing tasks. Such guides also eliminate at least some of the many repeat questions
you are likely to be asked. My choosing an alphabetical run of folders for the volun-
teers to process also turned out to be a wise choice: as each company stands alone, if
one file or group of files were cataloged incorrectly, it would not affect the integrity of
the remainder of the collection. As a final note on the aspects of the project that worked
well, I found that the majority of the hostelers remained interested in the contents of
the collection, in part because I strived to encourage the sharing of interesting archival
"finds." The collection was also graphically interesting, colorful, and inspired nostal-
gic responses, as many volunteers remembered the products depicted within the cata-
logs from their youth.

On the negative side, some processing concepts turned out to be harder for the hos-
telers to grasp than I had anticipated. The concept of intellectual versus physical cata-
loging was hard for many to understand. (For example, a photograph originally con-
tained in the main folder that is removed and filed separately for preservation reasons
is still cataloged on the main folder's catalog sheet and, intellectually, the photograph
is still a part of the main folder's materials. The photograph just happens to reside
physically in a different location.). Some of the hostelers kept forgetting to indicate the
presence of photographs on the main files' catalog sheets and/or forgetting to include
cross-reference sheets indicating that photographs relating to a particular company
could be found in an alternative location.
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Another element of the processing that turned out to be challenging was completing
the cross-reference section of the catalog sheets. Most of the hostelers were quite good
about cross-referencing the cities in which particular companies or manufacturers were
based, as well as the 1933 Chicago World's Fair. However, they did not always include
other, less obvious cross-references that I know (based on my tenure at the Museum of
Science and Industry) would be useful in terms of accessing the collection and relating
the literature to our three-dimensional artifact collections. A company with literature
depicting appliances that reflect streamline design, for example, could have "stream-
line design" listed in the cross-references and a relationship would then be established
in the database between this file and our streamlined train. I do not know if there is any
way around this dilemma other than trying to keep a good eye on the cataloging pro-
cess as it is going on and alerting volunteers to major key words of interest as much as
possible. Ensuring neat handwriting was also a challenge. Some volunteers claimed to
have neat printing but didn't, or they tired of writing after a while and the printing
became somewhat sloppy. I made the decision not to have just one person write on all
the folders, fearing that person would become very bored. However, if you decide to
let more than one or two volunteers print on the folders, I suggest that the volunteers
work in teams, making sure that at least one member of the team has reasonably good
handwriting.

Hostelers' remarks on their program evaluations indicate general satisfaction with
their Museum of Science and Industry service experience:

I enjoyed the week thoroughly. It was good to believe that I was making a needed,
though small, contribution to such an educational and entertaining facility.

I worked very hard and really felt I accomplished something and made a differ-
ence!

Now I have a new skill... Ifeel confident to offer my help as a volunteer at our
Museum of History and Industry.

It is impossible to please everyone all of the time, however, even with a project that
you feel is well planned and executed. We did get one negative comment: "I would
have left Tuesday. Boring work. Dusting and cleaning is important, but not to be con-
sidered a talent." Such a remark illustrates how at least a few in the world view the jobs
of archivists, conservators, and museum collections managers! We did not really take
this remark to heart, as the majority of comments were overwhelmingly positive and a
number of participants expressed the wish that they could have continued working
beyond the week's end. We put a great amount of effort into making the project inter-
esting, intellectually stimulating, technically challenging, and a true team experience.
While there are aspects of the program that we have endeavored to improve or modify,
evaluations on the part of MSI staff as well as by Elderhostelers commended its overall
structure and approach. A few tips for those who might want to plan a similar project:

* Make sure your annual supply budget is large enough: you will be using many
more supplies than in a normal processing year. We spent $1,150 for archival
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supplies to process the trade and product literature. This amount did not include
acid-free boxes, as the decision was made to keep the literature in its original
filing cabinets into the immediate future due to space considerations.

" Do not underestimate the amount of work you might get done. Order more sup-
plies than you think you are going to need. You can always use them later, and too
many are infinitely better than too few when you have a large crew all geared up to
process.

" The potential computer skills of some of the participants may be impressive, even
though the volunteers did not grow up "surfing the Web." If your computer cata-
loging system does not require lots of up-front training, entering the information
during the project eliminates steps down the road, and there is more of a sense of
project completion.

" Keep in mind that the week is very taxing and demands your full attention. You
must alert your colleagues in other areas of your institution that you are essentially
unavailable, except for emergencies, during the service project.

The Elderhostel Service Program at MSI has been beneficial not only in terms of the
work accomplished and the "hands-on" educational experience afforded to an inter-
ested group of adults, but also as a means of focusing and honing the department's
overall volunteer program. The program has taught us some valuable lessons regard-
ing volunteers:

* Strive for Top Quality
There are quality older adults out there who possess tremendous skills (includ-
ing facility with computers and the Internet), self-sufficient work styles, and
organizational abilities. Do not settle for less. Enforce an interviewing policy
and be choosy.

* The Benefits of a Well-Conceived Plan
In the typical hectic daily routine that is an archivist's world-especially an
archivist in a one-person shop-planning, in general, can appear a luxury. How-
ever, as with all other activities, planning for volunteer projects is critical to
their success. As MSI's Elderhostel Service Program demonstrates, a well-con-
ceived project with a work outline and supplies ordered in advance should
progress smoothly and require minimal supervision. I have successfully adapted
the Elderhostel planning method when I plan student intern projects. Well-
organized work plans mean that, in general, potential problems are anticipated,
MSI's Collections Department appears professional in its approach to intern-
ships, and the interns are able to dive into projects without delays caused by
lack of supplies or insufficient training.
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* The Powerful Potential of the "Group Factor"
If a project is suited to many hands, a substantial amount of work can be
accomplished by a group of volunteers with a minimal amount of su-
pervision, whether it be an Elderhostel group once or twice a year, or a
smaller group that meets weekly. Just about one month after our first
Elderhostel service project, we established a volunteer research team
called "Think Tank." The team answers the majority of the Collections
Department external research requests. The group consists of five indi-
viduals who applied on the basis of a job description and were selected
via an interview process. Think Tank answers five to ten queries each
week, researching answers in the archival files, reference books, and on
the exhibit floors, and word-processing the response letters or sending
E-mail replies. The group has its own mailbox where letters are placed,
a phone extension on which voice-mail questions are left, and its own
E-mail account. I review their replies and meet with them once a month
for a staff meeting. The Think Tank is now virtually self-sufficient, re-
lying on each other for help with the computer and research questions.
The group has brought our inquiry response time down from one to two
months to one to two weeks. The "group factor" in Think Tank and
similar volunteer programs is critical to their success. The volunteers in
such programs become not only colleagues, but often friends.

The Museum of Science and Industry's Elderhostel Service Program continues to be
a success for all concerned, as well as a lot of fun. While such a program may not be
suitable for all repositories, I recommend investment in a similar program to institu-
tions that utilize or would like to utilize volunteer assistance to process collections. A
substantial amount of work is accomplished; MSI provides successful outreach activi-
ties; and the service program furnishes MSI's Collections Department with a model
upon which to base and a scale upon which to measure the department's other volun-
teer projects and activities.
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Appendix A
Museum of Science and Industry

Elderhostel Service Program Description, February 1997
Rank your choices from 1 to 4 (1 being the highest) for the collection with which

you would like to work. Write your name on this sheet and return it in the enclosed
envelope. The sooner you return your sheet, the more likely you are to get your prefer-
ence!

Trade and Product Literature: MSI's Trade and Product Literature collection
consists of colorful manufacturer literature from the 1920s-'40s. Products rang-
ing from dry ice containers to airplane simulators are included. The collection is
particularly strong in Chicago area companies such as Sears, Roebuck and Co.,
and other Midwest firms such as Ford, Sunbeam, and the lesser-known Cincin-
nati Frog and Switch Co. Carefully crafted with artistic graphic designs, these
trade publications are works of art! Elderhostelers will rehouse the literature in
acid-free materials, remove sensitive and oversized items (e.g., photographs and
posters) to be filed separately, photocopy news clippings onto acid-free paper,
and complete catalog sheets to be entered later onto MSI's computer database.

Food Processing: Currently, food processing artifacts are stored in two different
locations. We would like to combine these similar artifacts-from our largest
coffee mill to our smallest NASA space cookie-into one well-organized area.
This looks to be an interesting project as we will catalog, clean, number and,
most importantly, learn a lot about the food processing collection. Any experi-
ence with such objects will be welcomed but not required. Requirements: pa-
tience, ability to clean dirty artifacts, and an open mind. Some lifting will be
necessary, but there are also many small, easy-to-carry pieces.

Communications: This collection is strong in turn-of-the-century radio receiv-
ing and transmitting equipment. The artifacts represent the work of some of the
most significant radio pioneers such as Marconi, Charles Apgar, and Lee DeForest.
You will be separating duplicate and incomplete pieces as well as cataloging and
rehousing the artifacts.

Textile Production/Housewares: This collection deals not only with the appa-
ratus used to harvest and make cloth (e.g., flax combs, spinning wheels, looms),
but also actual textiles. The highlight will be rehousing the museum's collection
of over two hundred samplers, the earliest dating back to 1709! This diverse
collection needs people who have patience to put puzzles together. Our assign-
ment: to assemble (with the help of photographs) disassembled looms, spinning
wheels, and other pieces, number the objects, and arrange the artifacts on new
shelves. The "housewares" category includes irons, candlestick molds, and
brooms. Some detail work and light lifting will be required.

NAME
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Appendix B
Processing Guidelines

I. BASIC PROCEDURES

1. Assess folder(s).

2. Clean, cull, and preserve items in new acid-free folders (as described below)

3. Complete description sheet for each folder title.

4. Label each acid-free folder with corresponding original folder title (include pre-
fix!). Also, label photograph envelopes and oversize folders as necessary.

5. Place folders alphabetically in file drawer or box with the description sheets
sticking up within the folders.

6. File any photograph envelopes alphabetically in the Trade and Product Litera-
ture Collection Photograph File.

II. CLEANING, CULLING, AND PRESERVING TECHNIQUES

" Cleaning Clean dirt and grime off paper archival materials with a diaper, being
careful not to chip away edges. If you have a photograph, clean it with a brush as
illustrated on the photo cleaning sheet. If the photograph is especially dirty, or if
the emulsion appears damaged, call Laura over for a consultation before taking
any action.

" Culling If you have duplicates, keep only the copy in the best condition, unless
the artifact has superior display potential, in which case keep two copies. Copies
with no pen marks or penned numbers on the front are best for display. If
you come across a folder with no substantive artifacts inside (e.g., folder just has
an invoice in it or a note saying that materials are not available), discard the
folder and do not catalog.

* Preserving Methods for:

Photographs Remove any photograph(s) from a folder, place in a properly la-
beled photograph envelope, and file separately in the Trade and Product Litera-
ture Collection Photo File. Use only one envelope for all photographs removed
from one folder (or group of folders from the same company), unless the photo
envelope cannot accommodate all the images. Place an acid-free separation sheet
in the file from which you removed the photograph(s). Do not sleeve 8x10 pho-
tographs; just place them in the envelope. Smaller photographs should be sleeved.
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Newspaper Clippings are highly acidic. Therefore, you should photocopy them
onto acid-free paper. If a clipping has display value (helpful hint: look for ones
with significant photos along with the text), save the original (placing it in a
sleeve), and file it back in the folder with its photocopy. If the clipping does not
have display value, photocopy and discard the original. (Helpful hint: Flag any
clippings to copy with acid-free paper markers. Then, when you have a group of
clippings flagged, take the whole group to the copy machine, rather than one
clipping at a time.)

Oversized Materials Remove from a folder, place in a properly labeled over-
sized folder, and then put into the box marked "oversize" in your area. Place an
acid-free separation sheet in the file from which you removed the item(s).

* Final Step Transfer all materials from old, acidic folders to new acid-free fold-
ers. If an old folder is bulging, transfer the contents to several new folders.

III. CATALOGING PROCEDURES

When filling out a catalog sheet:

" Folder Number/Location Ignore.

• Folder Title Copy existing title. If you have more than one folder with the same
title, indicate this with, for example, "1 of 2."

" Folder Contents Using the green term sheet for correct terminology, list here
the types of materials found within the folder (e.g., catalog, photograph). (Help-
ful hint: If you do not find a term on the list that is appropriate, try looking for the
term yourself in Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT). If AAT does not help you
either, ask Laura for assistance.

Note: You may come across materials within a folder to which it is difficult to
assign format terms. Call Laura over; we may not assign any terms to these mis-
cellaneous pieces.

" Description (free-text) Briefly describe what is in the folder in terms of its
subject (e.g., catalogs depicting tires and tractors; photographs illustrating
the tapping of rubber trees in the Philippines).

" Date(s) List date range (earliest to most recent publication date) of the mate-
rials. This is one of the more important searching categories for researchers,
so try your best to locate date(s). If you cannot locate a publication date, put
"n.d." (no date) and move on.
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• Cross-References This is one of the more important sections of the sheet
since the cross-references will enhance the accessibility of the materials. For
example, if you notice that a company's advertising pamphlet was specially
designed for display at A Century of Progress World's Fair, you should note
A Century of Progress in this section so our computer will link this pamphlet
with other A Century of Progress artifacts in MSI's collections. Don't spend
an inordinate amount of time on this section: just put down major names,
subjects, events, cities, and manufacturers that are not obvious from the folder
title.

• Cataloger: Put "Elderhostel" and the date you filled out the catalog sheet.

IV. ARCHIVAL PRESERVATION REMINDERS

Appendix C

Appendix C

Museum of Science and Industry
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Appendix D

Mf1iELDERHOSTEL-Feb. 23-March 1,1997
Service Program

23 24 25 26 27 28 March 1
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

6:30-8 am......................................----------------------------------------------------------------- Breakfast 6;30-10 am
8:00------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------- 1st Shuttle to MSI Breakfast

8:15 ----------------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------- 2nd Shuttle to MSI

8:30 am 8:30 am 8:30 am 8:30 am 8:30 am
Science Theater COLLECTIONS Space Center

WORK
10:15 Break COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS OMNIMAX Steve Bishop

12:30-4:30 pM 10:30 WORK WORK 10:40 (2 groups) 9:30
Registration for Science Theater COLLECTIONS
Room 11:30 (2 groups) WORK FAREWELL!

Elderhostel 12N-lpm.-------------- Lunch----------------.Lunch---------------.Lunch----- -------. Lunch SAFE JOURNEY
OMNIMAX

pm Free afternoon 2:00 (1 group) MANY
5:00 pm Collections Tour COLLECTIONS or COLLECTIONS COLLECTIONS THANKS!

Dinner 2-3:45 pm WORK COLLECTIONS WORK WORK
WORK

6:30 Collections Work
Orientation 3:45 pm-....---------------Ist .huttle to Ramada

4:00 pm . ...............................................................................-- - - - - - - 2nd Shuttle to Ramada
5:30 pm Dinner 5:00 pm Bus to Free evening 6:00 pm Dinner 6:00 pm Dinner
6:30 pm Bus to North Pier 5:00 pm Dinner followed by

Hancock Center 5:30 pm Dinner Janet/Lou Stessl Awards Ceremony
Tour North Pier 6:00pm Shuttle to on zithers Entertainment

Ramada Inn 8:00 pm Bus to or Navy Pier ShowBoat by you
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• ALWAYS USE A PENCIL. Pencil is removable from an artifact; pen is not.

" REMOVE STAPLES, PAPER CLIPS, POST-IT NOTES, RUBBER BANDS.
Remove them carefully, without damaging the artifacts. Use a staple remover to
take out staples. You do not need to remove staples from booklets; they are dif-
ficult to remove and keep the booklet intact.

" BE AN ACTIVIST: SUPPORT YOUR ARTIFACTS! Improper support can
cause damage over time to archival materials by allowing them to sag, bend, and
curl. Use the metal support within the file drawer to make sure that file folders
and the materials within are standing upright. Place larger items in the back of
each folder.

* WATCH FOR OVERSIZED ITEMS. Remove artifacts that do not fit comfort-
ably in the drawer or box (e.g., closing the drawer or box would distress them)
and place them in properly labeled folders in the oversized box in your area.

* DO NOT WRITE ON TOP OF ARTIFACTS. Pressure from your pencil can
harm artifacts (even when the artifacts are inside folders). Clear your surface
when doing any writing.

Note: Please also review the artifact handling guidelines you received in the
mail.

Appendix E

Excerpt from Knicknacks and Knuckleheads

Narrator: Good morning, and welcome to Museum Masterpiece Theater. I am your
host, Allister Kook. This morning we will present to you a classic tale fraught with
suspense and tragedy, written in the nineteenth century by Russell Nail, commonly
referred to as "Rusty," a disgruntled former curator at the British Museum. Rusty has
been concerned about the mishandling of precious historic artifacts and hoped that by
creating this tragic tale of woeful artifact handling, the course of museum curation
would change forever!

The story takes place in the fabled kingdom of Collection ("collect-see-own"), a
small European province known for its knickknacks. The Queen has proclaimed that
she needs her precious royal treasures safeguarded from the mongrel Visitorainians
who plague and ransack her kingdom daily, 9:30 A.M.-4:00 P.M., every day except Christ-
mas. She has made a general call to her loyal subjects and five have stepped forward.

Without further ado, I give you Knickknacks and Knuckleheads... I'll leave it up to
you to decide which are which.

Queen: Hello. (Queen enters with royal hand wave, her guard following.) I am the
QUEEN. Oh, my precious things! I must protect them from the mongrel Visitorainians.
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I hope that my loyal subjects who are coming today can help me safeguard my price-
less collection! Here they come now.

All: Your Royal Artifactness. We are at your service!
Queen: Step up, you (motions to Curtiss) dark of spectacles and prone to accident,

and tell me how thou wouldst transport my priceless collection from the imperial ware-
house to the castle vault.

Careless Curtiss: Well, your Royal Highness, I, Careless Curtiss, will use your one-
of-a-kind statue to demonstrate. First, I would plan my move: where to take the statue
and the route that I would follow. Second, I would clear away anything that is in my
path. (Curtiss clears some debris out of the way.) Those Visitorainians are always
leaving things about! (BOO-HISS SIGN) If I were travelling a long way, I would use a
cart (Slide: Felix and Laura G. moving framed art with a cart). Finally, I would wear
cotton gloves so any oils from my hands would not harm the statue. (Curtiss dons his
gloves.) I also wouldn't want to grab this artifact from a loose appendage... (Curtiss
picks up the statue from the top and the head comes of Curtiss is aghast!)

Queen: (looking aghast) My precious statue! It's ruined! Take him away and shave
off what little peach fuzz hair he does have: he will wear instead a jester's cap and be
forced to play the fool day and night!

ABOUT THEA UTHOR: Laura Graedel is the archivist at the Museum of Science and
Industry in Chicago and serves-in addition to her other duties-as the Collections
Department's volunteer coordinator. She received her B.A. in English from Kenyon
College and an M.I.L.S. from the University of Michigan. Before entering the archival
field, Laura worked for the National Park Service as a historical interpreter.
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